Bounty Hunt Game Rules:

Crosshair Wilds:
 On every spin, the CROSSHAIR will appear and target a random
symbol on the screen.
 Targeting a Bounty Hunter symbol randomly turns on symbol on
each non-targeted reel WILD.
 Targeting a BIG BOSS, DR. FURY, or HANK BLADE symbol turns it
and all equivalent symbols WILD.
 Targeting a GRENADE symbol turns it and all symbols on the
targeted reel WILD.
 Targeting a PISTOL symbol turns it and one other random symbol
WILD.
 Targeting an ACE, KING, QUEEN, JACK or TEN symbol turns it
WILD.
 Targeting a JAILED BIG BOSS, JAILED DR. FURY or JAILED HANK
BLADE symbol turns it and all symbols on the targeted reel WILD.

FREE SPINS:

 Targeting the WANTED symbol triggers 10 FREE SPINS.
 During FREE SPINS, a criminal symbol target (BIG BOSS, Dr. FURY,
HANK BLADE) will be presented.
 Targeting that criminal symbol turns all equivalent symbols into
wild JAILED BIG BOSS, JAILED DR FURY or JAILED HANK BLADE
respectively for the remaining FREE SPINS.
 New criminal (BIG BOSS, DR. FURY, HANK BLADE) symbols are
then presented up until all criminals have been turned into wild
jailed criminal symbols (JAILED BIG BOSS, JAILED DR. FURY, JAILED
HANK BLADE).
 Free Spins can not be re-triggered.
 Free Spins are played at the same line and bet of the triggered
spin.

Game Rules:








Play 1 to 25 lines
Payouts are made according to the Pay table.
All wins occur on selected lines
Line wins are multiplied by the bet per line.
Symbols pay from left to right on active lines.
Coinciding wins on different paylines are added.
Wild, JAILED BIG BOSS, JAILED Dr. FURY and JAILED HANK BLADE
substitute for all symbols except WANTED.
 WANTED appears on REEL & only.
 Malfunction voids all pays and plays.

The theoretical return to player is 95.538%

